Resident Meeting Minutes: May 2013

Corry Village Resident Meeting

Date: Mon June 2, 2013 (for March. 2013)  
Place: Corry Commons Room

Call to Order: 6 pm

Meeting Agenda:
1. MC updates and program announcements
2. GFH updates

MC updates:
1. Resident ask the questions about soda vending machine in Corry that why clear sodas are not available in Corry Commons. Communicated to RLS and promised the appropriate actions.
2. Mayor proposed a new program: International Talk Time immediately after each resident meeting to discuss the issues of international importance and perspective. Melody suggested to discuss International Parenting as one of the topic.
3. Updated on MUS schedule, International Fest and Fashion Show and LUAU.
4. Answered questions about MC programing, SG funding and MC budget. Possible collaboration with SG secretary for graduate, family and professional housing Ms. Melody Schiaffino on upcoming orientation week on Aug, 14, 2013. As Melody
5. Encouraged residents to participate in MC programing

GFH updates:

esidence Life Coordinator

- Building Renovations
  - Building 288: 50% complete but the contractors are one month behind. They may work more Saturdays to catch up on the schedule
o **Building 286**: Demolition has started

o **Building 276**: all apartments are empty

o **Building 282**: Residents are in the process of being relocated

- Baby Gator Summer Camps
  
o Baby Gator will be using 284-01 between June 5th and August 16th for one of their summer camps

- Programs
  
o Fashion Show on June 6th being relocated in Corry due to the weather. Program starts at 6pm

- Miscellaneous
  
o Residents asked if Sierra Mist could be added to one of the options for the Pepsi machine. RLC to look into it

  o RLC Germain is working on bringing clothesline to Corry Village

  o Residents asked some questions about the printing station. RLC Germain reminded students that their printing accounts were reset at the beginning of summer. He also reminded them that there was no limitation as far as pages to be print at one time.

  o RLC Germain reminded residents who were leaving for an extended period of time to:

    § Leave the breaker of the fridge and smoke detector on

    § To not blow the gas pilot light on the stove